
Jeromel Pushparaj
Full Stack Web Developer

jeromal03@gmail.com
(+91) 9345743018
Jeromel Pushparaj | Linkedin
JPT VLOg’s | Youtube
Jeromel-Pushparaj | GitHub
Jeromelpushparaj|MyPorfolio

EDUCATION

Degree/Grade Institution Score

B.E Computer Science
Engineering

Dr. Sivanthi Aditanar
College of engineering -

Thiruchendur
8.4/10 CGPA [IN 1st Year]

Higher secondary State board [Tamil Nadu] 73%[2022]

EXPERIENCE

➔ My Portfolio I created a personalized portfolio website using
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. The design is based on my custom
Figma theme. You can view the live website here, and the code
is available on GitHub.

➔ Responsive e-commerce Website front-end I've created a
responsive e-commerce front-end using HTML/CSS, providing an
optimal viewing and interaction experience across devices. Its
adaptive design enhances accessibility and engagement, with a
clean and intuitive user interface for a dynamic shopping
experience.-git link.

➔ Project Light Your Desktop AssistantThis Python project
performs various desktop tasks like opening applications,
providing the current time, answering computational questions,
and playing songs upon request - git link.

➔ MySQL Databases Manipulating This Python program has been
developed to allow users to perform multiple operations on a
MySQL database. The program establishes a connection with the
MySQL server and presents users with a menu-driven interface to
execute various tasks - git link.

SKILLS

 HTML - Advanced
 CSS - Intermediate
 Java Script DOM - Beginner
 Python - Intermediate
 MySQL DB - Intermediate
 C - Intermediate
 Git & GitHub - Advanced
 Bootstrap - Intermediate
 Photoshop - Intermediate
 Figma - Beginner
 Davinci Resolve-Intermediate
 

ADDITIONAL

First price in Poster Designing
challenge in my college
(From CSE Department)

First price in Poster
presentation in my college
(From Science Club)

Attended One day workshop
on web technology

Attended One day workshop
on Graphic Designing

LANGUAGES

English, Tamil
HOBBIES

Book reading - self help &
crime novels.

Youtube video making in my
holidays - JPT VLOg’s
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